Spin-lock techniques and CPMG imaging sequences: a critical appraisal of T1p contrast at 0.15 T.
The addition of a spin-lock preparatory sequence to a Carr-Purcell-Meiboom-Gill (CPMG) imaging sequence provides a method which allows an accurate and simple comparison of T1p and T2 contrast. Sagittal and axial brain images, produced with the application of a three pulse preparatory spin-lock sequence prior to a sixteen-echo CPMG imaging sequence, are compared with images acquired without the spin-lock sequence. The CPMG sequence uses non-selective refocusing pulses. Therefore, observed echo signals accurately reflect T2 relaxation. This allows a convenient method for assessing the degree to which T1p and T2 contrast differ. The spin-lock CPMG (SL-CPMG) images were acquired with a spin-locking field amplitude of 0.4 G and resemble heavily T2-weighted images at 0.15 T. Quantitative analyses of signal intensities from edema and normal brain tissue confirm the qualitative observations. This in vivo method should prove useful for determining when the additional RF power deposition associated with spin-locking techniques will provide an alternate form of tissue contrast than that available from additional echo collection.